
High Value Shipping



At SEKO, expert logistics and supply chain management is what we do. We deliver
award-winning Ecommerce Solutions, Value-Added Freight Forwarding and

specialist White Glove Services - empowering our clients with the tools to achieve
remarkable growth across borders.

THE EPICENTRE OF GLOBAL LOGISTICS EXCELLENCE

https://www.sekologistics.com/uk/freight-forwarding/
https://www.sekologistics.com/uk/white-glove/


Expertise

Customised Solutions

Safety First

Cost-Effective

Timely Delivery

Peace of Mind

The importance of proper packing cannot be overstated. Ensuring that your products arrive
at their destination in pristine condition is our top priority. That's why we offer a
comprehensive Export Packing Service tailored to meet your unique shipping needs.

In the world of international trade, the right packaging is crucial. At SEKO
HIGH VALUE SHIPPING, we specialise in providing custom-sized handbuilt
crates to ensure the safety and security of your goods during transit.

From delicate electronics to robust machinery, our crates are tailored to fit the unique
dimensions of your goods, ensuring maximum protection on their journey.

HIGH VALUE SHIPPING BY SEKO LOGISTICS



End-to-end services are appreciated by experienced exporters because it’s far easier to have one
company handle the entire shipment process. You’ll find that simpler communication, a single
chain of command, and a single point of accountability all make for a smoother process and
increased peace of mind. 

High value, fragile and delicate crates need special packing. If items need a bit more looking
after – perhaps because they’re travelling to high-humidity or high-temperature destinations, or
going into long-term storage - then these are some of the aspects to consider:

      Vibration-reduction cushioning and cushion packs
      Corrosion-inhibiting liquids and polythene wrap
      Environmental vacuum-sealed poly or aluminium foil barrier bags
      Silica gel or activated clay desiccant to counter moisture
      Full bitumen paper lining for waterproofing

HIGH VALUE  ITEMS WITH EXPORT PACKING

HIGH VALUE SHIPPING BY SEKO LOGISTICS



Goods booked on direct
flight on valuable service to

closest airport and
documents processed for

export.

THE CHALLENGE

Moving a single bottle of whisky valued
at over £100,000 from site in remote
area of Scotland to purchaser’s private
residence in Switzerland.

SEKO HIGH VALUE SHIPPING – CASE STUDY

HIGH VALUE SHIPPING BY SEKO LOGISTICS

THE SOLUTION

SEKO arranged for a white glove end
to end service from pick up to
delivery as per below shipment flow.

THE RESULTS

Delighted client received his bottle in pristine
condition, and even did an unboxing video to
celebrate the successful delivery. This is one client
who will definitely be back for more!!

Goods collected and sealed
in dedicated satnav tracked

vehicle from shipper.

Vehicle direct drive to SEKO
secure facility near Glasgow

airport.

Vehicle seal checked and
verified upon arrival at

warehouse.

Goods offloaded and placed
in high value security cage

under 24 hour recorded
surveillance cameras.

Crate custom built on site
and foam lined for

maximum protection and
security in transit.

Goods booked on direct
flight on valuable service to

closest airport and
documents processed for

export.

Goods tendered to airport on
sealed direct vehicle.

All documents sent forward
to SEKO office at destination

for pre-clearance prior to
goods arrival.

Shipment monitored
throughout transit to
destination airport.

Goods customs processed
upon arrival and placed in

secure hold area until
customs release.

Upon release SEKO
collection goods in
dedicated vehicle.

Goods then delivered direct
to client with a two man

white glove delivery service
to the client’s private cellar.

SEKO staff unpacked goods, client
checked contents and SEKO then

removed all packaging and processed
for recycling.



CUSTOM QUALITY HANDBUILT CRATES

Plywood Packing Cases are lighter than Timber Cases which can reduce your transport
costs, particularly when exporting your goods via air freight.

Plywood Cases are strong to protect your goods when in transit.

We will work with you to design your bespoke plywood case. We can supply plywood
cases with hinges, handles or captive fittings.  Plywood Cases are ideal for transporting
exhibition goods.

Ply batten cases are especially suitable for shipping items by road, airfreight or
containerised sea freight. Cases need to be made from the correct plywood for the job
to create sufficient structural integrity. With these cases, it's all about the base, so check
that the case has a solid base to offer optimal protection. It’s also vital that all non-
manufactured wood packaging material above 6mm thick complies with the
International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures 15 (ISPM 15) if shipping to a
country that applies the regulation.

WE ARE THE FIRST CHOICE FOR ISPM15 EXPORT
PACKING CASES, SHIPPING CRATES, PLYWOOD
PACKING CASES, OSB PACKING CASES AND
BESPOKE PALLETS.

https://www.gov.uk/wood-packaging-import-export


At the heart of our services is the precision craftsmanship that goes into creating custom-sized hand-built crates. Our
skilled team employs high-quality materials and meticulous construction techniques to guarantee the integrity of your
shipments. 

Join us as we explore the unmatched advantages of our export packing services designed to meet your unique shipping
needs.

Key Advantages:

Customisation: Tailored solutions for shipments of all sizes, ensuring a perfect fit.

Security: Our handbuilt crates provide unparalleled protection, minimising the risk of damage during transportation.

Compliance: We strictly adhere to international shipping standards and regulations, giving you peace of mind.

Cost-Effective: Our efficient packaging solutions reduce the likelihood of damages, saving you time and money in the
long run.

OUR EXPERTISE IN CUSTOM-SIZED HANDBUILT CRATES
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Timber Case and Skid Packing

We offer a comprehensive packing service both on and off site to prepare,
preserve and pack your goods to either timber cases, crates, pallets or
heavy duty skid bases. All of which can be loaded to lorry or containers
ready for export. We also pack to lighter weight plyboard cases for cargo
destined for export via air freight.

We are professional export packers, our mission is to ensure that your
goods are fully protected from damage during transit and worldwide
shipping.

Our team of experienced export packers provide high quality Bespoke
packing, Crating and Casing, we provide the very best bespoke export
packing available so that your goods are fully protected during transit

We can manufacture our products to meet any specific specification or
we can advise and provide the most suitable and cost effective
specification and design that will provide the very best protection for your
goods throughout transit, We provide packaging solutions for products of
any size, complexity and fragility..

OFF SITE PACKING

HIGH VALIE SHIPPING BY SEKO LOGISTICS

https://jkfrancis.com/packing-cases-shipping-crates/
https://jkfrancis.com/export-packing/


Multi-use cases protect shipments as well as help your organisation to keep an
eye on its carbon footprint. Choosing reusable transit containers with a built-in

refurbishment service is a straightforward way to have a positive impact, as well
as being cost-effective.

CONSIDERING THE ENVIRONMENT



ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY: 

At SEKO HIGH VALUE SHIPPING, we recognise the vital role
businesses play in environmental conservation. Our commitment
to sustainability goes beyond merely delivering goods—it extends
to the way we approach packaging.

ECO-FRIENDLY MATERIALS:

Our custom-sized handbuilt crates are crafted from carefully
selected, eco-friendly materials. These materials not only provide
exceptional protection but also adhere to our commitment to
reducing the environmental impact of packaging.

REDUCING CARBON FOOTPRINT:

We believe in minimising our carbon footprint. Our packaging
solutions are designed with efficiency in mind, utilising
lightweight yet robust materials. This not only ensures the safety
of your shipments but also contributes to a reduction in overall
transportation-related emissions.

CERTIFICATIONS AND COMPLIANCE:

SEKO HIGH VALUE SHIPPING takes pride in meeting and
surpassing industry standards for sustainable packaging.
Our commitment is backed by certifications and compliance
with environmental regulations, giving you the confidence
that your shipments are aligned with modern eco-friendly
expectations.

CUSTOMER IMPACT:

By choosing SEKO HIGH VALUE SHIPPING, clients actively
contribute to sustainable practices. Partnering with us
means supporting a supply chain that prioritises
environmental responsibility without compromising the
integrity of your goods.

FUTURE-FOCUSED COLLABORATION:

As a forward-thinking company, we continually explore
innovative, sustainable packaging solutions. Collaborate with
us to stay ahead in the industry and contribute to a greener,
more sustainable future for international trade.

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING PRACTICES
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